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Abstract. Nondeterministic branching programs introduced by Meinel (1986) proved to be an 
interesting computational tool for describing higher complexity classes (Meinel 1988). Investiga- 
tion of the power of nondeterminism in the case of bounded-width nondeterministic branching 
programs yields the following results: 

(i) I-time-only-nondeterministic, polynomial-size, and bounded-width branching programs are 
no more powerful than (ordinary) polynomiai-size and bounded-width branching programs; 

(ii) k-times-only-nondeterministic, polynomial-size, and bounded-width branching programs, 
(k> l), are as powerful as nondeterministic, polynomial-size, and unbounded-width branching 
programs. 

That is, 

B bw-nlBP = NC’ and p&nLuP = NP/poly, k > 1. 

Introduction 

One of the major goals in complexity theory is to separate complexity cla,ses 
such as L, NL, P and NP (or to prove their coincidence) or, equivalently, to show 
that nondeterministic Turing machines with certain resource restrictions are more 
powerful than detemlinistic ones (or not). Since combinatorial techniques and 
coasting arguments, which are expected to be of fundamental importance in doing 
this, can be applied more directly to circuit-based computation devices such as 
Boolean circuits or branching programs than to complex types of Turing machines, 
circuit-based characterizations of complexity classes gain more and more import- 
ance. For example, it is known that 
- the class L/poly of functions nonuniformly computable by log-space bounded 

Turing machines can be described in terms of polynomial-size branching pro- 
grams; 

- the nondeterministic counterpart NL/poly of poly can be described by means 
of polynomial-size, l-time-only-nondeterministic branching programs [a]; 
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- the class NP/poly of functions nonuniformly computable by nondeterministic 
polynomial-time bounded Turing machin-, PC consists of ail functions computable 
by sequences of nondeterministic polynomial-size branching programs [ 51; and 

- the class NC’ of all functions computable by sequences of Boolean circuits with 
fan-in 2 and depth O(log n) can be characterized by polynomial-size, bounded- 
width branching programs [ 11. 
By means of these branching program characterizations, questions concerning 

the separation of complexity classes can be formulated as questions about the power 
of such branching program devices. In the following we investigate nondeterministic 
bounded-width branching programs in order to understand better the power of 
nondeterminism in such programs. It will be proved that l-time-only-nondeter- 
ministic, polynomial-size, and bounded-width branching programs are no more 
powerful than deterministic ones, while k-times-only-nondeterministic, polynomial- 
size, and bounded-width branching programs are as powerful as nondeterministic, 
polynomial-size, unbounded-width branching programs for k > 1. 

1. Definitions and notations 

As usual we denote by L (NL and NP respectively) the complexity classes of 
languages A E (0, 1)” which are acceptable by deterministic (log n)-space 6ounded 
(nondeterministic (log n )-space bounded, and nondeterminstic polynomial-time 
bounded) Turing machines M The nonuniform counterparts L/poly, NL/poly, and 
NP/poly are the classes of languages A c (0, 1)” for which there is an advice 
(Y :N + (0, l}*, length-bounded by a polynomial p, i.e., Ia( n)i cp( n), such that M 
accepts a # a( 1 a I) if a E A (# stands for the blank tape symbol) [3]. Further, NC’ 
denotes the (nonuniform) complexity class of languages A G (0, l}* whose restric- 
tions A” = A n (0, 1)” can be computed bjr (polynomial-size) fan-in 2 Boolean 
cucuits of depth O(log n). 

A branching program P is a directed acyclic graph where each node has outdegree 
2 or 0. Nodes with outdegree 0 are called sinks and are labeiied by Boolean constants. 
The remaining nodes are labelled by Boolean variables taken from a set X = 

{ Xl, . . . , Xn}. There is a distinguished node, called the source, which has indegree 
0. A branching program computes an n-argument Boolean function as follows: 
starting at the source, the value of the variable labelling the current node is tested. 
If it is 0 (l), the next node tested is the left (right) descendant of the current node. 
P accepts A G (0, 1)" if for all a E (0, 1)” the path traced from the source under a 
halts at a sink labelled by xA(a) where XA denotes the characteristic function of A. 
The complexity measure for a branching program is the number of non-sink nodes. 
If PBp denotes the class of all languages A c (0, 1)” whose restrictions A” will be 
accepted by polynomial-size branching programs, then it holds that 

L/poly = %P 

by means of a classical result of Savitch 141. 
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In order to describe higher complexity +ccme L*p - --- - r-rruUVa VJ WG~L~IIS of branching programs., 

nondeterministic branching programs were introduced 143. A branching program ,P 
is called a nondeterministic branching program accepting A” if there is a function 

h:{O, l)n+m+{O, l}, m>O 

with 

XA”(%,*-*rG)= V h(x,,=-*,xn,y) 
YE{O,O)“’ 

if P is a brar.ching program computing h. P is called k-times-only-nondeter= 
ministic if each of t%e (nondeterministic) variables yi on any path of P from the 
source to a sink is tested at most k times. If 9nBp and 9nkBp, k E N, denote the 
classes of all languages A whose restrict’ Dns A” will be accepted by polynomial-size 
nondeterministic branching programs, or k-times-only-nondeterministic branching 
programs respectively, then the following hold [4,5]: 

NL/Po~Y = pn,BP and NP/poly = 9$ep. 

Finally, Barrington succeeded in describing NC’ by means of polynomial-size, 
bounded-width branching programs. According to [Z], we define the width of a 
branching program as the maximal number, over all d, of vertices at distance d 
from the source. Thereby, the distance d (0) is the length of a longest path from the 
source to the vertex t). (Note that in this definition the underlying graph of the 
branching program is not required to be levelled.) If 9$,w_BP denotes the class of all 
languages A c (0, 1)" whose restrictions A” will be accepted by polynomial-size 
branching programs of bounded width, then [l] 

NC' = 9’bw_BP. 

Moreover, Barrington proved NC’ = 9width-k BP for all k a 5, where 9width-k BP denotes 
the class of all languages whose restrictions will be accepted by polynomial-size 
branching programs of width k 

2. Results 

Theorem 1. p&+n,BP = NC’. 

PrOOf. AS a Consequence of [l], it suffiCes to prove that &&BP= gbw_nlBp 
Let A E g&_n,Bp. Then there exists a k E N such that every restriction A” of A will 

be accepted by a l-time-only-nondeterministic polynomial-size branching program 
P’ of width k’. Since two I-time-only-nondeterministic branching programs which 
differ only in the nondeterministic variables assigned to the nodes compute the same 
function, we can assume that every nondeterministic variable of P’ is assigned exactly 
once to a node of P’. Thus, by means of the construction proposed in [l], we 
can transform P’ into a leveled 1 -time-only-nondeterministic polynomial-size 
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branching program P of width k, k <Zk’, all of whose nodes on the same level 
access the same’(deterministic or nondeterministic) input variable, and which accepts 
A”. Obviously, a level j of P labelled by the variable zi is completely described by 
two functions 

A9 8j : Lkl + Ik19 

where [k]:= (1,. . . , k}. J(v) and g$ o) give the end points in level j+ 1 of the two 
edges leaving a node ZJ E [k] of level j for Zi = 0 and zi = 1 respectively. 

Now we sitmlate the l-time-only-nondeterministic branching program P level 
by level by an (ordinary) branching program P” of width 2’ whose length equals 
that of P, which implies that A E gb,,._Bp In order to do this, identify the nodes of 
each level of P” with the elements A4 of 2 ‘? If level j of P is labelled by the 
deterministic variable Xi, then label the nodes of level j of P” by Xi too, and define 
for M ~2~” 

&, gj : 21% 2Ck’ 

bY 

But if level j of P is labelled by the nondeterministic variable yiq then label the 
nodes of level j of P” by any one of the deterministic variables x1,. . . , JC, and define 

_l[;-(M) =gj(M) = U {~$fm)lu{~Cm)l- 
mrM 

Obviously, P is of polynomial size and accepts exactly A”. 
Conversely, since every bounded-width branching program is a l-time-only- 

nondeterministic one of bounded width, we are finished. 0 

Theorem 2. 9,,w_nzBP = NP/poly. 

Proof. It is well known that NP/poly coincides with the class of all languages that 
are computable by sequences of polynomial-size, nondeterministic circuits. A {v, A )- 

circuit C whose input nodes are tabelled by Boolean constants and Boolean literals 
over the set {x,, . . . , x,,, y, , . . . , ym} is said to compute a set A” E (0, 1)" nondeter- 
ministicully if for all Q E A” there is an assignment ay of Boolean constants to the 
nondeterministic variables yl, . . . , ym such that C outputs 1, and if for all a e A” 
and for all such QC, C outputs 0. Equivalently 

xA”(d = V W, 4. 
ac(0.1)“’ 

Therefore it suffices to prove that 9&,,_n2BP coincides with PmCir, the class of all 
languages computable by sequences of nondeterministic polynomial-size circuits. 

The assertion that &,w_n2BP = 9nCir is a consequence of the following four lemmas. 
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Proof. Adapting a construction for deterministic branching programs [8], from a 
nondeterministic branching program P one obtains a nondeterministic {sel}-circuit 
CP computing the same set as I? The function se1 is defined by 

sel(x,y,z)=%hyvxhz for all x,y,zE{O,l}. 

CP is constructed from P by reversing the directions of all edges of P, labelling 
each node v of P with se1 and providing it with a new predecessor, namely the 
circuit input node of the variable zj by which the point tr is labelled in I? The 
descendant of o which was reached in P if Zi = 0 is taken as the second predecessor 
and the descendant which was reached if z, = 1 is taken as the third. Replacing all 
sel-nodes in CP by the 3-node subcircuit Csel as shown in Fig. 1, one obtains a 
{v, A}-circuit C’, with 

Size( C’,) = O(Size( CP)) = O(Size( P)) 

which computes the same set as CP. This implies 9bw_nBP~ S)nCir. Cl 

Let ~clepttb2,nCir denote the class of all sets computable by sequences of nondeter- 
ministic, unrestricted fan-in, polynomial-size {v, A}-circuits of depth 2; then we 
have the following lemma. 

sel 

/I\ 
x Y 2 

c sel 

Fig. 1. 

V 

/\ 
A A 

/\ /“\ 
x YX z 

Proof. Let C be a nondeterministic circuit computing a set An. From C one obtains 
a depth-2, nondeterministic circuit C’ computing A” in the following way. First we 
assign a Boolean variable a(o) to each node v of C such that 

(i) if v is an internal node, we assign to v a nondeterministic variable y0 = cy ( u), 
and 

(ii) if o is an input node of C, then we assign to v the deterministic or nondeter- 
ministic variable with which v is labelled. 

Then we compute at a node v with predecessors oi , . . . , v, the Boolean equivalence 

Y” * d&k l 
l A a(q) if v is an ,\-f:pde, 

or 
y” * cu(v*)v* -- v a( o,) if v is an v-node. 
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Together with the Sinai chef -k whether all equivalences hold, these computations 
can be done in parallel by a nondeterministic circuit of depth 2. El 

mma 3. pdepth-Z,nCir E gwidth-*,n BP* 

f. Again we can adapt a construction of Wegener [8] for getting width-2 
branching programs from depth-2 circuits. 

Obviously, the nondeterministic width-2 branching programs PC and Pd shown 
. . . in Fig. 2 compute the conjunction c = x1 A x2 A 1 

x2 v l l l v x, respectively. 

A x, and the disjunction d = x1 v 

Fig. 2. 

P& x1 

0 

Let C be a nondeterministic depth-2 circuit whose least gate is a conjunction 
(similar arguments worlc for a disjunction). If dl , . . . , d, are the disjunctions 
computed in the first logical level of C, then we can simulate C by a nondeterministic 
branching program PC constructed from the nondeterministic branching programs 

&,r*=., Pd,,, by identifying the l-sink of Pdi with the starting node of f&+, for each 
i, 1 =S i < m. Since PC is of width 2 and of polynomial size in the number of gates 
of C we are done. ci 

emark. If one requires the branching programs under consideration to be levelled, 
then the construction of Lemma 3 provides a nondeterministic branching program 
of width 3. 

. !P width-k,nBP s gwidth-k,n2DP, k 3 2. 

f. Let P be a nondeterministic width-k branching program. We first obtain a 
I-time-only-nondeterminstic branching program P’ of width k by replacing the 
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variables Zi assigned to nodes ZJ of P by new nondeterministic variables 2i.v. 
then get a 2-times-only-nondeterministic branching program P” accepting the same 
set as P, if we also check all Boolean equivalences 

for all nondeterministic variables Zi before accepting an input. Since these computa- 
tions can be done by polynomial-size depth-2 circuits we can, due to Lemma 3, 
check these equivalences by polynomial-size branching programs of width 2. El 

Proof of Theorem 2 (conclusion). Indeed, due to Lemma 4, we have proved that 
2-times-only-nondeterministic branching programs of width 2 are as powerful as 
nondeterministic polynomial-size circuits, which sharpens a result of Valiant [7]. Cl 
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